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Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) technologies have been utilized in diverse domains. Areas where WSNs are applied
have been expanded from industries, schools, and research institutes to all fields of the human society. However, WSNs should be
fixed or flexible depending on the areas of application and monitoring situations. Furthermore, measures for the security of data
sensed when sensor nodes communicate with each other are not perfect, so sensors are sometimes easily attacked, and the security
measures cover neither cases where sensors receive wrong information nor cases where attacks on external sensor nodes are sensed.
Therefore, this paper provides the GML that can be mapped on actual topography so that optimum coverage can be inferred and
can set target areas for two situations: mobile sensor networks (MSNs) and fixed sensor networks (FSNs). Sensors can be efficiently
arranged through this sensor node information, and when the sensors have been arranged, security simulation functions applied
with data encryption for data transmission between sensor nodes are provided. This paper also proposes an external detection
trace simulator (EDTS) that would make sensing data transmitted between sensors visually provide information on the sensing of
external attacks.

1. Introduction

Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) technologies have
been utilized in diverse areas as application services. In
addition, as ubiquitous paradigms have been expanded, areas
whereWSNs are applied have been expanded from industries,
schools, and research institutes to all areas in the human
society [1–3].

In general, sensor nodes transmit the sensed information
to sink nodes through wireless networks, and sink nodes
transmit the information to middleware or servers. These
transmitted data are processed to be suitable for applications
in diverse situations. WSNs technologies have been used in
diverse areas such as medical devices, medical systems,such
as those for the elderly persons, traffic control and safety,
high-grade car systems, process control, energy saving,
important social infrastructures, aviation software, weapon
systems, distributed robots (robots processed by multiple
computers), manufacturing, and communications [2, 4].

WSNs are divided into mobile sensor networks (MSNs)
and fixed sensor networks (FSNs) from the aspect of the
mobility of sensors. MSNs are usefully used in certain target
areas that cannot be easily accessed by humans or other
equipment or that must be always flexibly monitored. The
sensed information by the sensorswhile they aremoving such
as heat, temperature, magnetic fields, and sounds is transmit-
ted to application servers through communication protocols
between sensors. Depending on the areas of application,
sensor nodes establish FSNs which remain at fixed positions,
and these FSNs are usefully used in target areas where diverse
kinds of sensing information should be constantly observed
and periodically monitored.

For establishing these MSNs and FSNs, the coverage of
sensing by sensor nodes, the connectivity between sensor
nodes, the optimum arrangements of sensor nodes in target
areas, the number of sensors, and the data security between
sensors are very important. Evaluation and judging whether
sensors have been optimally arranged when establishing
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MSNs or FSNs is very difficult. Actually, configuring MSNs
or FSNs and testing them incurs quite large costs. For these
reasons, simulators have been frequently used to apply newly
studied network configurations and sensor arrangements
and to verify and supplement the foregoing. As tools for
sensor arrangements and communication protocol design
and verification, diverse simulators have been developed such
as GloMoSim [5], SNetSim [6], ATEMU [7], QualNet [8],
NS2 [9], EmStar [10], TOSSIM [11], J-Sim [12], AVRORA [13],
SWANS [14], and SENSE [15]. However, despite the fact that
diverse simulators are available, the simulators are operated
with limited sensor node information, and, thus, quite lim-
ited outcomes are obtained. Furthermore, measures for the
security of data sensedwhen sensor nodes communicate with
each other are not perfect, so sensors are sometimes easily
attacked, and the security measures do not cover cases where
sensors receive wrong information and cases where attacks
on external sensor nodes are sensed. In addition, methods
to visually provide information on situations where modified
data or data that lost meaning are communicated between
sensor nodes are not provided.

Therefore, in this paper, GML [16] can be mapped on
actual topography so that optimum coverage can be inferred
and sets target areas for two situations: MSNs and FSNs. So
that diverse sensor nodes can be simulated instead of limited
sensor node information for the set target areas, sensor node
information is entered by users. Sensors can be efficiently
arranged through this sensor node information, and when
the sensors have been arranged, security simulation functions
applied with data encryption for data transmission between
sensor nodes are provided. This paper also proposes an
external detection trace simulator (EDTS) that would make
the sensing data transmitted between sensors visually provide
information on the sensing of external attacks.

2. Related Work

The functions and characteristics of the existing simulators
related to the present study are reviewed as shown in Table 1.

3. Detection of Attacks with Situations

EDTS, which is proposed in this paper, in order to enhance
the usability of the simulator, functions for the recognition of
situations of attack on WSNs were divided into the following
three functions. First, it recognizes disconnection of com-
munications to sensor nodes. The disconnection is the case
where communications to a sensor node in an established
WSN are disconnected despite the fact that the sensor node
has 20% or more residual battery capacity. EDTS records the
time of disconnection of communications to the sensor node
and recognize the disconnection as an attack if the period is
shorter than the value set by the user. For instance, if the user
has set the communication disconnection period as 24 hours,
cases where communications to one sensor node are discon-
nected per day are not recognized as situations of attack, but
cases where communications to two more sensor nodes are
disconnected within 24 hours are recognized as situations
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Figure 1: The analogy position of the attacked sensor node with
communication range.

of attack. Actually, this function also includes functions for
sensing sensor node failure (hardware/software failure).

Second, EDTS recognizes cases where MSNs and FSNs
have been established in the target area and the numbers of
events of sensor nodes rapidly increase intensively in a place
despite the fact that there is no factor for increases in the
numbers of events of sensor nodes in the observed area as
situations of potential attacks from the outside.

Finally, it recognizes caseswhere unknowndatawhich are
not sensing data generated during communications with sen-
sor nodes are periodically received and energy consumption
rates are increased due to interruptions in communications
as situations of attack. In each situation of attacks, EDTS
predicts the position of the attacking node based on the
positions of the sensor nodes that have been attacked.

As shown in Figure 1, if a case that falls under one of
the three situations for sensing attacks exists in relation to a
malicious sensor node, the position of the attacking node is
sensed based on the positions of sensor nodes.

4. Design of EDTS

The design of EDTS includes the following functions to
provide simulations wanted by applications and users. First,
EDTS receives inputs of information on the topography
necessary for simulations and sensor nodes and maximizes
coverage for the target area of the sensor nodes inputted.
Second, EDTS basically includes a function to sense attacks
from the outside during communications between sensor
nodes. Finally, EDTS provides users with visual information
on sensed attacks from the outside and sensor node arrange-
ments and mobility.

Basically, EDTS largely consists of a user interface, an
interaction broker, a target area manager, a map manager,
a map controller, a node manager, a detected manager, a
coordinate converter, and a viewer as shown in Figure 2.

To be specific, the user interface component includes a
map interface intended to receive information on the GML
that can be mapped on actual topography. To predict the
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Table 1: Functions and characteristics of the existing simulators.

Simulator Functions and characteristics Execution example

SENSE [15]
(i) C++ component-based design
(ii) The speed of implementation of the simulation is low
(iii) No function to recognize malicious attacks on sensor nodes

⇠Import component output⇢

Sensor node
APP

Net

MACBattery

Power PHY Mobility

Sensor

    To 
channel

  From 
channel

Pos out Data in

TOSSIM [11]

(i) TinyOS-based simulator developed by Berkeley University in the
USA using open sources

(ii) Major functions include packet loss rate measurement and CRC
detection

(iii) Low expandability since this can be applied to only Mica series
(iv) Additional sensors other than LEDs cannot be used
(v) No function to recognize situations of malicious attacks on sensor

nodes during data transmission

NS2 [9]

(i) Discrete event simulator
(ii) Can simulate diverse network protocols
(iii) Cannot be applied to large-scale systems that have large numbers

of nodes and are complicated, this involving a high degree of
unnecessary interdependence between modules

(iv) No function to simulate sensing of situations of attack on
established networks

GloMoSim [5]

(i) Expanded simulation library intended to make wireless network
systems using the C-based parallel simulation language PARSER

(ii) Consists of several layers as with OSI 7 layer models
(iii) No functions to express coverage and to sense situations of

malicious attacks on sensor nodes during data transmission

QualNet [8]

(i) This is the next version of GloMoSim and is a large wireless
network simulator
(ii) When modules of individual layers have been developed by
different designers, the scenarios and models can be experimented,
and the statistics of packet flows can be identified through results
automatically collected in each layer
(iii) Although functions for sensor networks have been designed, the
functions support only RF analysis for coverage expression; therefore,
this simulator has limitations in sensing coverage expression
(iv) No function to sense situations of malicious attacks on sensor
nodes
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Figure 2: The architecture of EDTS.

lives of the mobile sensor node (MSN) and the fixed sensor
node (FSN) based on energy consumption rates, the user
interface also includes a node interface to receive inputs of the
active mode, the sleep mode, the active time, and the workup
cycle time from the user as a default setting. In addition, a
data transfer interface is configured to receive inputs of basic
sizes of data and data transmission size settings as encrypted
settings, and selective encryption settings of RSA (Rivest-
Shamir-Adleman) and AES (advanced encryption standard)
from the user when transmitting data from the set sensor
nodes.

The interaction broker component serves the role of
a broker to transfer the information received by the user
interface from the user to the map controller, the node
manager, and the detected manager.

Themapmanager component reads the GML documents
for the target topography through the GML importer and
parses the documents through the GML parser. The map
layer creates map objects for obstacles in the analyzed GML
topography data and sends the information to the layer man-
ager. The layer manager manages the analyzed topography
information.The map controller component plays the role of

controlling the user’s inputs such as enlarging and reducing
maps in the layermanager, enlarging areas,moving areas, and
outputting the results to the viewer through the coordinate
converter.

The target area manager component sets the target areas
that should be observed based on the GML documents read
through the GML importer and analyzed thereafter. The
detected manager component applies algorithms based on
encryption settings when data are transmitted to mobile
sensor nodes and fixed sensor nodes and analyzes attacking
nodes when they are found so that their positions can be
inferred.

The node manager component applies and arranges
information on mobile sensor nodes and fixed sensor nodes
received by the user interface from the user and creates and
operates sensor nodes where the obstacles defined by themap
manager and the target area defined by the target area man-
ager interact with each other.The node manager Component
also provides andmanages statistical information on residual
battery capacities and expected lives of mobile sensor nodes
and fixed sensor nodes and analyzes sensor nodes suspected
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Figure 3: The initial execution of EDTS.
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Figure 4: The setting of MSN and FSN.

as attacking nodes in accordance with encryption settings
during data transmission based on user settings.

The coordinate converter component serves the function
of sending data on the topography and the situations of
sensor node operations to the viewer. The viewer component
draws efficient arrangements of data received through the
coordinate converter for the user in relation to mobile sensor
nodes and fixed sensor nodes as well as visually providing
information on detected situations of threatening nodes
suspected as attacking nodes during sensor data communi-
cations.

5. Implementation of EDTS

Figure 3 is a visualized initial execution of EDTS that shows
a view (A) of an MSN (mobile sensor node) and a view (B)
of an FSN (fixed sensor node). The right side (C) of Figure 3

is a view of the execution when the user set the simulator to
operate the MSN and the FSN simultaneously.

In the composition of EDTS exists the menu bar on the
top to select the views of the current consumption values
based on the states of operation of the sensor nodes in
the MSN and the FSN, battery sizes, and operations and to
select data values and data encryption settings when data
are transmitted. The center of the screen consists of maps
for the target topography, a Viewer visualized to recognize
sensor node information, arrangement states, and attack
situations, and a toolbarexists on the left side of the viewer
for entering themaps of the target topography to be displayed
on the viewer, enlarging and reducing the maps, sensor node
addition, and additional arrangements of malicious nodes.
An RC (range control) is provided for setting SR (sensing
range), CR (communication range), and SwR (supersonic
wave range) as internal settings of sensor nodes for eachMSN
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Figure 5: The activation of MSN and FSN.

Figure 6: The execution of the MSN area.

viewer and FSN viewer. In addition, it also comprises the
Configure section to receive inputs of individual ranges of
sensor nodes to be displayed on the viewer, the control view at
the bottom for setting FrameDelay to set simulator operation
periods, and the Information view to provide information on
sensor nodes entered through the menu bar.

Figure 4 shows cases where sensor node information is
set through the menu bar on the top. In these cases, to
predict battery lives of the MSN and the FSN, the basic
battery capacities of sensor nodes, the amounts of current
energy consumption in relation to the operation states, and

operation periods should be entered. The available settings
include the amounts of the current energy consumption in
the cases of the active mode and the sleep mode, the active
time for operating time, and the work-up cycle time to set
the periods of the starting of the sensor node operation, and
the user can set arbitrary sensors and operations by setting
battery sizes not only uniform sensors.

Figure 5 shows a state where basic information on sensors
is set and sensors are simulated without receiving the input
of the target topography in order to observe the view of
operations in relation to the sensor positions in an MSN and
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Figure 7: real coordinate of the target area for the sensor node.

Figure 8: The simulation of FSN with the target area.

Figure 9: The status of the sensor node with the consumption ratio andThe event number.
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Figure 10: The setting of the data and the encryption of the sense node.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: The detection of the attack situation for the sensor node.

an FSN and the sensor operations progress in the order of step
1-step 2-step 3 over operating time.

Figure 6 shows an execution of a case where sensor
nodes were set after receiving the GML information which
is the information on topography and the sensor nodes were
simulated.This shows the process of the sensor nodes’ move-
ments over operating time. Figure 7 exhibits the topographic
coordinates of the sensor nodes in the process of movements
shown in Figure 6. Through the topographic coordinates,
information on positions where the actual sensor node will
be arranged can be selected.

Figure 8 shows also information on sensor nodes in an
FSN arranged and simulated firsthand by the user. Individual

steps visually provide sensor node ranges and sensor nodes’
energy consumption.

Figure 9 explains the coordinates of the sensor nodes
arranged in Figure 8, the rates of the residual battery
capacities, the sensor node’s sensing, and the numbers of
communication events between the sensors. Based on the
default settings of the sensor nodes set by the user, the
speed of energy consumption can be predicted in relation
to energy consumption rates to judge and monitor whether
the sensor nodes have been efficiently set. In addition, by
grasping the overall degree of energy consumption while
monitoring energy consumption rates of different sensor
nodes, the sensor nodes can be optimally arranged.
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Figure 12: Information of the sensor node.

As shown in Figure 10, data to be transmitted between
sensors can be set for the established MSN and FSN, and
when data are transmitted, encryption algorithms can be
set by the user. Since experimenting actually encrypted
sensor nodes requires a large number of sensor nodes, and
related budgets, sensor nodes were prepared as a class.
Figure 10 A is the initial state of the setting, and B is a
case where the user arbitrarily set the data to be transmitted
as “654242535325432” and selected RSA as an encryption
setting; C is a case where an arbitrary data value was set as
“748a1542” and AES was selected as an encryption setting.

Figure 11 exhibits an example of monitoring the state of
sensing a situation where attacks on sensor nodes occurred.
On the left side of Figure 11, is shown the sensing of a situation
where malicious sensor nodes were set and arranged and
the malicious sensor nodes attacked sensor nodes in short
communication distances. In this case, the information on
the sensor nodes attacked by the malicious sensor nodes is
visually provided by red lines.The execution on the right side
of Figure 11 provides sensing distancesmore visually than that
on the left side and shows visualized battery consumption
rates related to the damage caused by the attacking nodes. As
shown in Figure 12, the index, the data value, the position,
and the encrypted data of each sensor node can bemonitored
by using the mouse on the sensor node in order to monitor
detailed information.Therefore, the user can observe damage
according to expected positions of attacking nodes so that the
user can actively respond to attacks.

6. Conclusion

EDTS implemented in this paper used information on the
target topography from the user and the GML that can be
mapped simultaneously to provide simulation environments
similar to actual topography. Through the EDTS, visualized
individuals therebymaximize the coverage to provide efficient
methods of sensor arrangements and simulation functions.

EDTS provided also views of mobile sensor nodes and user’s
autonomous inputs of position arrangements and enabled
the judgment of whether sensor nodes have been efficiently
arranged by checking battery lives of WSNs of sensor nodes
configured based on the input of sensor information and the
residual amounts of battery capacities in relation to events. By
providing views of FSN, it drew sensor position arrangements
efficient to users. In addition, users were enabled to set inputs
of data during communications between sensor nodes. It also
enabled more diverse simulations by allowing the selection
of encryption and the setting of the length of encryptionto
be encryption settings of entered data. If there are malicious
sensor nodes among arranged sensor nodes, the damage can
be observed. IfWSNs are composed of the same sensor nodes,
the geographical positions of malicious sensor nodes can
be inferred based on communications so that the user can
actively respond.

For the future research, when configuringWSNs based on
EDTS, the precision of the grasping of the positions of mali-
cious sensor nodeswill be enhanced, and the functionswill be
added so that communication protocols currently in use can
be applied for experiments undermore diverse conditions. In
addition, environments to determine the optimum protocol
for the target topography under the applied communication
protocol will be provided.
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